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VARIANTS  OF  CYCLIC   DIFFERENCE  SETS1

H.   J.   RYSER

Abstract. This paper is an exploratory study of certain rare

and intriguing configurations that are "almost" cyclic difference

sets. The variants are of two types. We give precise definitions of

the variants and then establish some nonexistence theorems.

Only a few examples of the variants are known to us and their

complete structure is far from understood.

1. Introduction. Let v, k, and X be positive integers. Suppose that

D={dx, ■ • ■ , dk} is a set of k residues modulo v with the property that

for any residue a^O (mod v) the congruence

(1.1) di — dj = a (mod v)

has exactly X solution pairs (d¡, d¡) with d¿ and d¡ in D. Such a residue

set is called a cyclic difference set. The terms difference set and (v, k, X)-

difference set are also in standard usage.

It follows at once that

(1.2) kik - 1) = Xiv - 1).

It is customary to write

(1.3) n = k-X

and we usually assume that n=2 so that all of the degenerate difference

sets are excluded. We let C denote the permutation matrix of order v

with l's in positions (1, 2), (2, 3), • • • , (v—l, v), iv, I) and O's in all

other positions. Then the incidence matrix

(1.4) A = C"1 + • • • + Cd*
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of the difference set D satisfies the matrix equation

(1.5) AAr = ni + XJ = B,

where AT is the transpose of the matrix A, I is the identity matrix of

order v, and / is the matrix of l's of order v.

Difference sets on the parameters

(1.6) v = n2 + n+ I,       k = n+l,       X=l

are called planar of order n. Singer has constructed planar difference sets

for every prime power order and all known planar difference sets are of

the Singer type. The extensive literature on difference sets is well sum-

marized in the recent text by Baumert [1].

2. Near difference sets of type 1. We are now ready to define the first

of two variants of the difference set D. Let v^4 be an even integer and

let k and X be positive integers. Suppose that Dy = {dy, ■ ■ • , dk} is a set

of k residues modulo v with the property that for any residue a^tO,

v\2 (mod v) the congruence

(2.1) d{ — d, = a (mod v)

has exactly X solution pairs (dit d,) with dt and d¡ in Dx and no solution

pairs for the residue a=v¡2 (mod v). Then we call Dy a near difference set

and we say that Dx is of type 1.

It follows that

(2.2) k(k - 1) = X(v - 2)

and we write

(2.3) n = k - X.

Then the incidence matrix

(2.4) A = Cdl + • • ■ + Cd"

of the near difference set Dy of type 1 satisfies the matrix equation

(2.5) AAT = nl + XJ - XCv/2 = By.

We now prove a nonexistence theorem for near difference sets of type 1.

The first portion of the theorem follows from known results on group

divisible designs [2]. But we keep the discussion self-contained.

Theorem 2.1. Let Dt={dy, • ■ • , dk) be a near difference set of type 1

on the parameters v, k, and X. Then v=0 (mod 4) implies that k—2X is a

square and v=2 (mod 4) implies that k is a square. Moreover, the existence
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of Dx implies the existence of a cyclic difference set (possibly degenerate)

on the parameters v/2, k, and 2X.

Proof.    Equation (2.5) tells us that the determinant of the matrix Bx

must be a square. We write Bx in the form

(2.6) Bx =

ni + XJ

-XI + XJ

-XI + XJ

ni + XJ

where / and J are both of order v/2. If we subtract appropriate rows

and then add appropriate columns we transform Bx into

(2.7)
kl -kl '

-XI + XJ   ni + XJ
and

kl 0

-XI + XJ   (k - 2X)I + 2XJ

respectively, where 0 is the zero matrix of order v/2. Hence

(2.8) det(Bx) = kv/2(k - 2XYv~2)/2(k + X(v - 2)),

and by (2.2) we have

(2.9) det(Bx) = k<v+i)'2(k - 2A)<»-2)/2.

We note that k=2X is possible only for v=0 (mod 4), again by (2.2);

thus (2.9) gives us our first conclusion.

Two distinct elements d¡ and d¡ of the near difference set Dx=

{dx, ■ • ■ , dk) of type 1 cannot satisfy d^dj (mod v/2) because this implies

di—dj^v/2 (mod v), contrary to hypothesis. We now regard Dx as a set of

k residues modulo v/2. Then for any residue a^O (mod v¡2) the congruence

df—dj^a (mod v/2) has exactly 2X solution pairs (dif d¡) with di and d¡

in Dx. Thus Dx becomes a cyclic difference set on the parameters v/2, k,

and 2X.

Near difference sets of type 1 on the parameters

(2.10) v = n2 + n + 2,        k = n+ I,        X= 1

are called planar of order n. The following are planar near difference sets

of type 1 of orders n=l, 2, and 3, respectively:

Dx = {0, l}(mod4),

Dx = {0, 1,3} (mod 8),

Dx = {0, 1,4, 6} (mod 14).

These are the only orders of planar near difference sets of type 1 known

to us.

The following is an example of a near difference set of type 1 on the

parameters i> = 12, A:=5, and X=2:DX = {0, 1,2,4,9} (mod 12).
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3. Near difference sets of type 2. Our second variant of the difference

set D is defined as follows. Let v^.4, k, and X be positive integers. Suppose

that D2={dy, ■ ■ ■ , dk} is a set of k residues modulo v with the property

that for any residue a^O, ±1 (mod v) the congruence

(3.1) dt - d, = a (mod v)

has exactly X solution pairs (dit d,) with dt and d¡ in D2 and no solution

pairs for the residues a = ± 1 (mod v). Then we also call D2 a near difference

set and we say that D2 is of type 2.

It follows that

(3.2) k(k - 1) = X(v - 3)

and we write

(3.3) n = k- X.

Then the incidence matrix

(3.4) A = Cdl + ■ • • + C"

of the near difference set D2 of type 2 satisfies the matrix equation

(3.5) AÄ1 = nl + XJ - XiC + C~l) m B2.

The following nonexistence theorem for near difference sets of type 2

uses certain ideas developed earlier in [4] for cyclic difference sets.

Theorem 3.1. Let D2 = {dy, • ■ • , dk} be a near difference set of type 2

on the parameters v, k, and X. Suppose that v=3m, where m is a positive

integer. Then the Diophantine equation

(3.6) x2 = ky2 - X(m - l)z2

has a solution in integers x, y, and z, not all zero.

Proof.    Let e^l be a pth root of unity. Then following [4] we let

(3.7) 0(e) = e-*1 + • • • + ed".

Since D2 is a near difference set of type 2 we have

(3.8) 0(s)d(t-1) = n- X(s + e^1).

Now let e be a primitive 3rd root of unity. Then (3.8) reduces to

(3.9) 0(6)0(6-!) = k.

Let et of the roots edl, • ■ • , edk be equal to e' (/=0, 1,2). Then

(3.10) e0 + ey + e2 = k
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and we may write 0(e) in the form

(3.11) 0(e) = e0 + exe + e2e2.

Equation (3.9) implies

(3.12) t>l + el + el- k = e0ex + exe2 + e2e0.

We square (3.10) and use (3.2) and (3.12) to obtain

(3.13) el + e\ + el = k + X(m-l)

and

(3.14) euex + exe2 + e2ea = X(m - 1).

We now define the circulant

~eB   c,    e2

(3.15) E-   e2   e„   ex

*i    e2    en_

Then it follows from (3.13) and (3.14) that

(3.16) EE'y = kl + X(m - l)J.

Hence by the basic nonexistence criterion for symmetric block designs

we have that the Diophantine equation (3.6) has a solution in integers

x, y, and z, not all zero. (Our precise situation is covered by the lemma on

rational congruences in [4].)

Near difference sets of type 2 on the parameters

(3.17) v = n2 + n + 3,       k = «+ 1,       X= 1

are called planar of order n. The following are planar near difference

sets of type 2 of orders n= 1, 2, 3, and 4, respectively:

D2 = {0, 2} (mod 5),

D2 = {0,2, 5, 9} (mod 15),

D2 = {0, 2, 6} (mod 9),

D2 = {0,2,7, 10, 19} (mod 23).

These are the only orders of planar near difference sets of type 2 known

to us. We remark that Theorem 3.1 excludes orders 5 and 9.

There is very great interest in the problem of the existence of a finite

projective plane of order 10. This is the smallest undecided order. However,

it has been known for a long time that there does not exist a planar dif-

ference set of order 10 [3]. Theorem 2.1 implies that there does not exist

a planar near difference set of type I of order 10 because there does not

exist a difference set on the parameters v=56, k= 11, and X = 2. However,
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we have not excluded the possibility of the existence of a planar near

difference set of type 2 of order 10. But its existence appears unlikely.
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